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STEGANOGRAPHY HAS NOTHING STEGANOGRAPHY HAS NOTHING 

TO DO WITH  DINOSAURSTO DO WITH  DINOSAURS

� Steganography is the art and science of 

writing hidden messages in such a way 

that no one apart from the intended 

recipient knows of the existence of the 

message.message.

� This can be achieve by concealing the 

existence of information within 

seemingly harmless carriers or cover

� Carrier: text, image, video, audio, etc.
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TerminologyTerminology

� Steganography

» It is the practice of disguising the existence of a 
message

� Cover

» Generally, innocent looking carriers, e.g., pictures, 
audio, video, text, etc. that hold the hidden information
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» Generally, innocent looking carriers, e.g., pictures, 
audio, video, text, etc. that hold the hidden information

» The combination of hidden data-plus-cover is known as 
the stego-object

� Stegokey

» An additional piece of information, such as a password 
or mathematical variable, required to embed the secret 
information



steganography

στεγανός

covered

γραφία

writingcovered writing

The art of secret (hidden) writing
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SteganographySteganography vs.vs. CryptographyCryptography

Steganography is different from 

cryptography

» Cryptography disguises the content

of a message without concealing the 

message
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message

» Steganography disguises the 

existence of the message

Same Purpose

To hide and protect important information



SteganographySteganography vs.vs. CryptographyCryptography

�Steganography hides 
without altering

�Cryptography alters 
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�Cryptography alters 
without hiding



SteganographySteganography + Cryptography+ Cryptography

Additional

security can 

be obtained
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be obtained

by combining 

steganography

with cryptography



cryptology

κρυπός

hidden

λογια

speakinghidden speaking
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SteganographySteganography is the art and science of:is the art and science of:

• writing hidden messages so that no one but 

sender and recipient realize there is a hidden 

message

• communicating in a way that hides the 
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• communicating in a way that hides the 

existence of a message

It is not encryption - original image/file is 

intact



CovertextCovertext

A covertext can be anything if 

you’re clever enough about it. 

• text (.doc, .txt, .html, newspapers)

• images, video (pictures, periods)• images, video (pictures, periods)

• audio, sounds (.mp3, radio transmissions )
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SteganographySteganography works this wayworks this way

� Start with a secret message

� Using a previously agreed upon algorithm 
insert the secret message into a cover 
object creating the stego objectobject creating the stego object

� Send the stego object to the receiver.  

� The receiver accepts the stego object

� The receiver extracts the hidden message 
using the agreed upon algorithm
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SteganographySteganography preceded cryptographypreceded cryptography

Before mankind was able to 
encode messages with 
cryptography,  messages cryptography,  messages 

would be hidden with 

steganographic means.
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SteganographySteganography throughout Historythroughout History

�Dates back to 440 BC.

�Herodotus: wax tablets to Sparta

�Histiaeus: Shaving of head, Persian War

Invisible ink� Invisible ink
�Overwrite select characters in printed 
type with pencil

� Pin punctures in type
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Hide message under hairHide message under hair

� Shave the head of a messenger

� Tattoo a message on his head

� Wait for the hair to grow back

Send the messenger on his way� Send the messenger on his way

� When he reaches his destination, shave his 
head and view the message

� Took too long, maybe months
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SteganographicSteganographic applicationsapplications

Over1000 digital steganography
and stegananalysis applications 
have been identified by the have been identified by the 
Steganography Analysis and 
Research Center.
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www.sarc-wv.com



Digital Digital SteganographySteganography Techniques Techniques 

» Three common techniques used 

» Substitution: LSB Method – replaces the last bit in a byte

» Advantage: Simplest approach to hide data in an image file

» Disadvantage: does not take well with file changing

» Injection: embedding the message directly into the carrier object

» Disadvantage: Makes the file size much larger

» Generation of a new file: Start from scratch

» Advantage: There is never an original file to compare to



How Is LSB Hiding Typically Done?How Is LSB Hiding Typically Done?

The simpler techniques replace 

the least significant bit (LSB) of 

each byte in the cover with a single 

bit for the hidden messagebit for the hidden message

� LSB encoding: least significant bit(s). 

� 3 bits available for 24-bit images, 

� 1 bit available for 8 bit images 
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Who’s Using It?Who’s Using It?

� Good question… nobody knows for sure.  

� The whole point to steganography

is to disguise its use.  

Anybody can use it to hide data 
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� Anybody can use it to hide data 

or to protect anonymity

� The strength of Steganography is  “Stealth” 



Digital WatermarkingDigital Watermarking

� Protection of intellectual property rights/thwart 
software piracy

� Watermarking has been proposed as the “last line 
of defense”

» Implements copy protection, e.g., “never copy,” 
“copy once”
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“copy once”

» Copyright ownership and original, authorized 
recipient can be determined

» Allows trace-back of illegally produced copies for 
prosecution



SDMI SDMI -- Secure Digital Music Initiative 

forum of more than 180 

companies (IT, consumer 

electronics, recording 
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industry)



WatermarksWatermarks

� Watermark - an invisible signature 
embedded inside an image to show 
authenticity or proof of ownership

� Discourage unauthorized copying and � Discourage unauthorized copying and 
distribution of images over the internet

� Ensure a digital picture has not been 
altered

� Software can be used to search for a 
specific watermark
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Digital PiracyDigital Piracy

� Annual global piracy losses are in the billions

� Piracy will continue to increase due to Internet 
distribution methods

� Significant hacking activity by bootleggers to render 
watermarking techniques useless
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watermarking techniques useless



Many sophisticated ways Many sophisticated ways 

» a hidden partition on a hard drive

» the coefficients of the discrete cosine, fractal, or 

wavelet transform of the image

» software and circuitry

» network packets» network packets

» strands of Human DNA (Genome coding )

» text

» HTML 

» the side channel of electrical systems
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Some Known Uses of Some Known Uses of SteganographySteganography
� Economic espionage - used to exfiltrate

information from corporations

� Political extremists, survivalists - increasingly being used for 

secure communications, e.g., Germany, Tea Party

� Fraud - used as a “digital dead drop” to hide stolen card 

numbers on a hacked web page
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numbers on a hacked web page

� Pedophilia - used to store and transmit pornographic images

� Terrorism - used to hide terrorist communications over the 

Internet, e.g., Osama bin Laden’s alleged use of steganography

� Paranoid - Anyone who wants to communicate covertly and 

anonymously

� Individuals concerned about perceived government “snooping”



Why Use Why Use SteganographySteganography

� Maintain anonymity

� Creating covert channels for private communications

� Data infiltration/exfiltration

� Creating covert channels for private communications

� Digital signatures for file authentication (digital � Digital signatures for file authentication (digital 

watermarking or copyrighting)

� Web surfer tracking/direct marketing 



TerrorismTerrorism

� Alleged use of stego by Osama bin 

Laden, Muslim extremists (Feb ‘01)

� Stego’d messages hidden on web sites to 

plan attacks against the US

� Maps, target photos hidden in sports 

chat rooms, pornographic bulletin 

boards, popular web sites



Static Static steganographysteganography

This hiding of data within the static 

medium of the new digital technologies: 

pictures, video and audio files, Word 

documents, Powerpoint documents, Excel documents, Powerpoint documents, Excel 

spreadsheets, movie files, et. al.  Almost 

any digital file on a hard drive can have 

information embedded into it without any 

apparent presence.  

It occurs on the bit/byte level. 
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Dynamic Dynamic steganographysteganography

Taking this a further step and one not apparent 
to the layman, data can also be hidden in the 
medium of the Internet, the layer that the data 
flows over, in the packets that travel from 
computer to computer, over twisted pair, 
Ethernet and optical connections, through Ethernet and optical connections, through 
firewalls and routers, from network to network, 
untouched by the fingers of any telegrapher or 
data technician, in the electrical current that 
flows over the power transmission lines.  This is 
dynamic steganography.  

This is the covert channel of the Internet. 
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The initial concept of covert channel The initial concept of covert channel 

� The notion of covert channel was first 

introduced by Lampson*. “A covert channel 

is a parasitic communication channel that 

draws bandwidth from another channel in 

order to transmit information without the order to transmit information without the 

authorization or knowledge of the latter 

channel’s designer, owner or operator”.

� * Butler W. Lampson. A note on the 

confinement problem.  Communications of 

the ACM, 16(10):613–615, 1973. 
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Covert channelsCovert channels

It is a means of communication that is not part of 
the original design of the system. It could even 
be said that a covert channel is a security flaw.   It 
is a part of a program or system that can cause 
the system to violate its security requirements.   
It can be an electronic means of sending and It can be an electronic means of sending and 
hiding messages. Covert channels can be a means 
of taking any normal electronic communications 
and adding some secret element that does not 
cause noticeable interference to the original item 
such as a picture, sound file or other digital 
communication medium. 
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TCP/IP Header FieldsTCP/IP Header Fields

The TCP/IP header fields that currently can be used to 
hide data include the following: 

� TCP Sequence Number 
� Type of Service � Type of Service 
� IP Identification 
� IP Flags 
� IP Fragment Offset 
� IP Options 
� TCP Timestamp 
� Packet Order 
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TCP HEADERTCP HEADER
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Leading packet crafting toolsLeading packet crafting tools

� Hping2 :  A network probing utility like ping -
assembles and sends custom ICMP, UDP, or 
TCP packets

� Scapy : Interactive packet manipulation tool -
packet generator, network scannerpacket generator, network scanner

� Nemesis : Packet injection simplified –
command line; scripting of injected packet 
streams from simple shell script

� Yersinia : A multi-protocol low-level attack 
tool - useful for penetration testing
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Patentable?Patentable?

In 2008, use of 
the TTL (Time to 
live) field in the IP 
header to mark 
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header to mark 
certain packets 
was patented 



In 2004, Microsoft patentedIn 2004, Microsoft patented
stealthy audio watermarkingstealthy audio watermarking
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SteganalysisSteganalysis

» “It is the technique used to discover

the existence of hidden information”.

» A counter-measure to Steganography» A counter-measure to Steganography



Scale of the ProblemScale of the Problem

� There is little public information on the use of data hiding 

techniques by cybercriminals

� Only recently has the security community started to 

concern itself with this subject

» Lack of awareness
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» Lack of awareness

» Lack of developed analysis tools and techniques

� It is believed that hiding techniques are predominantly 

used by more advanced criminals (organized crime) and 

some emerging threats, e.g., terrorists, nation-states

� Availability, new easy-to-use interfaces may increase 

attractiveness of stego techniques for the average user



SteganographySteganography Software toolsSoftware tools

»Freeware
»Shareware
»Commercial»Commercial

http://www.jjtc.com/Steganography/tools.html



Some Some SteganographySteganography Software tools Software tools 

» S – Tools

» Excellent tool for hiding files in GIF, BMP and WAV files

» MP3Stego

» Mp3.  Offers quality sound at 128 kbps

» Compresses, encrypts, then hides data in an MP3 bit stream

» Hide4PGP

» BMP, WAV, VOC

» JP Hide and Seek» JP Hide and Seek

» jpg 

» Text Hide ( commercial)

» text

» Stego Video

» Hides files in a video sequence

» Spam mimic

» encrypts short messages into email that looks like spam

» http://spammimic.com



SteganalysisSteganalysis -- Detection and AnalysisDetection and Analysis

» “It is the technique used to discover

the existence of hidden information”.

» A counter-measure to Steganography» A counter-measure to Steganography



Need for Improved DetectionNeed for Improved Detection

� Growing awareness of data hiding 

techniques and uses

� Availability and sophistication of 

shareware and freeware data hiding shareware and freeware data hiding 

software 

� Concerns over use to hide serious crimes, 

e.g., drug trafficking, pedophilia, 

terrorism
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Deep Packet InspectionDeep Packet Inspection

One way would be to develop Internet 
appliances that have the capability to detect 
anomalies in any packet header field.  Such 
devices are, in fact available, but are not 
marketed to the general public.  These 
devices go beyond the capability and devices go beyond the capability and 
functionality of normal routers, firewalls and 
intrusion detection systems.   These 
appliances are only available to law 
enforcement agencies and operate under the 
radar.   These are called active wardens and 
add to the cybersecurity defenses already 
available. 
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There are three types of wardensThere are three types of wardens

� a passive warden can only spy on the 

channel but cannot alter any messages;

� an active warden is able to slightly � an active warden is able to slightly 

modify the messages, but without altering 

the semantic context;

� a malicious warden may alter the 

messages without impunity 
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Network appliances and Network appliances and 

stegananlysisstegananlysis detectiondetection

Network appliances such as routers and firewalls 
play a large role in handling and parsing network 
traffic.  Directing data between portions of a 
network is the primary purpose of a router.  
Therefore, the security of routers and their 
configuration settings is vital to network 
operation.  In addition to directing and forwarding 
configuration settings is vital to network 
operation.  In addition to directing and forwarding 
packets, a router may be responsible for filtering 
traffic, allowing some data packets to pass and 
rejecting malformed or suspect packets.  This 
filtering function is a very important 
responsibility for routers; it allows them to protect 
computers and other network components from 
illegitimate or hostile traffic. 
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Intelligent Support Systems Intelligent Support Systems 

Intelligent Support Systems for Lawful 
Interception, Criminal Investigation, and 
Intelligence Gathering (ISS), holds Intelligence Gathering (ISS), holds 
wiretapping conferences and seminars for 
the law enforcement community, military, 
governmental agencies and homeland 
security agencies.  
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Packet Forensics, Inc.Packet Forensics, Inc.
Packet Forensics, was marketing Internet spying boxes to the feds 
at a recent ISS conference.   The web site of Packet Forensics lists 
the products available from the company, though some pages are 
restricted to authorized law enforcement and intelligence 
organizations only.   These protected pages contain information too 
sensitive for the public.   These Internet appliances automate the 
processes that allow observation and collection of data on Internet 
traffic and/or phone calls when given the legal authority by either 
court order or mandate provided by legal statute to do so.  These 
traffic and/or phone calls when given the legal authority by either 
court order or mandate provided by legal statute to do so.  These 
Internet appliances perform lawful interception, investigative 
analysis and intelligence gathering while protecting the privacy 
rights and civil liberties of the law-abiding users of the Internet.    
These appliances can handle a large number of surveillance 
requests while collecting the evidence needed to convict the guilty 
and head off possible terrorist exploits before they occur.  Their 
products are recommended to government investigators so IP 
communication traffic can be examined at will.  
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Packet Forensics, Inc.Packet Forensics, Inc.
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NokiaNokia--Siemens NetworksSiemens Networks

The administration of Iran 

uses equipment provided by 

Nokia-Siemens that performs 

deep packet inspection.  It deep packet inspection.  It 

allows the regime to search 

for keywords in email and voice 

transmissions in what is called a 

“lawful intercept”.
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DetectionDetection

� Can steganography be detected?
◦ Sometimes…many of the simpler steganographic 
techniques produce some discernable change in 
the file size, statistics, or both.  For image files, 
these include:
� Color variations

� Loss of resolution or exaggerated noise

� Images larger in size than that to be expected

� Characteristic signatures, e.g., distortions or patterns 

◦ However, detection often requires a priori
knowledge of what the image or file should look 
like
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Detection Detection ChallengesChallenges

� Stego software has its weaknesses

� Difficult to use

� Lack of tools and techniques to 

recover the hidden datarecover the hidden data

� No commercial products exist for 

detection

� Custom tools are analyst-intensive
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SteganalysisSteganalysis

� Must improve stegananalysis methods

� Analyze how various Internet appliances 
such as routers, IDSs, et. al. handle bad 
and illegal data and malformed packetsand illegal data and malformed packets

� Is the data deleted?

� Is the data modified?

� Are the packets rejected?

� Are the exceptions tracked?
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Conclusions:Conclusions:

� Steganography works 
when nobody expects it

� New techniques being 
researchedresearched

� Sometimes the best place 
to hide something may be 
in plain sight
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SummarySummary

� Steganography is primarily used to maintain anonymity and is easily available 

to most anyone

� Sophisticated tools are readily available on the Internet, and are easy-to-use

� Steganography can use almost anything as a medium to convey a hidden 

message

� Lack of both awareness and developed tools and analysis techniquesLack of both awareness and developed tools and analysis techniques

� Only recently has the security community started to concern itself with this 

subject

� Little public information on the use of data hiding

� Development/use of information hiding products far outpaces the ability to 

detect/recover them

� This situation is not likely to change soon
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Any Questions?



The end.The end.


